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§Of realities above-beneath-beyond what we can sink our 
analytic teeth into, we have only images--some given us by other human beings or 
by what we call inspiration or revelation, some we think up for ourselves by what 
we call creative imagination. The Big Bang cosmogenic (universe-making) theory is 
an instance of the latter: it's a big picture cosmologists made up from the little bangs 
we all experience. Creation (cosmogony by divine action) is, for God-believers, an 
instance of the former (but for atheists, another instance of the latter by invalid 
inference: people make things, so Somebody must make everything, including the 
people who make things). 

§Imaging  is what we are doing when some image is getting our attention--when, e.g., 
a group leader asks us to close our eyes & see/hear waves roaring in on the beach. 
Sounds oxymoronic, but it's a passive activity. 

§Imagining  is active, the work of image-making, the poet's central work. If you're 
good at it, people say "You ought to be a poet." That's how you find out you are 
one--just as you find out you're "called" to ordination when people come to believe 
the Spirit has selected you (as the saying goes) "for the work of the ministry." It 
sounds folkloric, but I'm told that the planners of the Nov/93 Minn. "Reimagining 
Conference" thought they were planning a "Reimaging Conference" till somebody mis-
spelled it & everybody thought the error serendipidous. 

§Reimaging  *is doing the imagining job over again when somebody--or a group of 
people, as those Minn. conference planners--conclude that the job was botched by 
earlier effort(s). Those planners thought the way the Bible speaks about God is pre-
judicially warped in favor of (1) male power ("patriarchy") & (2) male interests ("and-
rocentrism"). Their presupposition was that none of this warpage should be dignified-
sanctified as "revelation" or even "inspiration": it's all only culture-specific, the anci-
ents' creative imagination working within the limits of a cultural consciousness now 
dying & in need of euthanasia.... *Reimagining  is the active-intensive synonym. 

1 	All this re/imag(in)ing involves a mental activity paralleling the physical 
activity of carrying something from somewhere to otherwhere--for short, in Latin, 
"trans-portation" (in Greek, "meta-phor" ) . Yes, an image! 

2 	Staying within this image, we say that in inspiration/revelation, an image 
is being carried to us: in imagining & reimagining, we are creating an image by carry-
ing something to somewhere else. In metaphoric logomachy, word-battles, each side 
tries to privilege certain images by labeling them sacred-untouchable-revealed (as 
chess players protect king & queen, thus privileging them at cost of loss of lesser 
pieces) . It comes down to this: Of the Bible's lexicon for ultimate reality, which 
words do you personally privilege (i.e. , declare off-limits to change)? 

3 	Here's my list: 

. . . . God.  Jack Miles' GOD: A BIOGRAPHY (Knopf/95) is a tour-de-force 
literary-critical countering of courses in "The Bible as Literature" : they put 
everything in except God, he throws out everything except God. Aimed mainly at 
the secular market, the author intends a sophisticated shock intriguing enough to 
get folks unaccustomed to it to thinking about "God," a word generally avoided in 
high culture & the media. For me, "God" is not merely a metaphor. 

....God as he (i.e., personal). 	For me, "he" is not a metaphor but a 
matter of revelation. Those who think it a metaphor are, albeit unwittingly, compli-
citous with (1) victim (or gender) feminists who facilely substitute, as an allegedly 
balancing metaphor, "she"; & (2) a-theists (i.e., un-believers in God) . 

....Father/Son. 	These masculine terms are, for me, not metaphors but 
revealed theologoumena in the "name" (Mt.28.19) . 	Frequently I've heard Christian 
women comment that they didn't feel "excluded" until radical feminists tried to con-
y ince them that "Father/Son" are only metaphors, & need balancing by "Mother." It 
exasperates victim feminists that so many women simply continue to refuse to feel ex-
cluded by the Bible's way of talking about God. 

RE / IMAG (IN) ING ULTIMATE REALITY 
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